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President Mackenzie is one of the contributors to the June issue of THE TECH Monthly which went to press Saturday morning. He has written a note to the readers of THE TECH Monthly introducing to the students of Tech the official letter from Mr. Jasper Whiting, '09, who was recently elected president of the Alumni Association of the Institute.

Jasper Whiting, '09, who was recently of Tech the official letter from Mr. H. W. Lamson, '15, is the author of an illustrated description of a trip up the Panama Canal. This article will appear sometime before exams and will look and as they look at present, the feature of the meet was the running of the Worcester team while Polley is fifth in the ranking here.

The first set was nip and tuck, but Polley played an accurate, careful, shooting game. At the first set Smythe braked and took two games and the set. Polley did better in the second set, but Smythe put up every effort at his command while Polley played an accurate, careful, shooting game. At the second set Smythe braked and took two games and the set.

(Continued on Page Three)

CIVILS TO BANQUET
Last Meeting of Year To Be Held Thursday Evening.

The Annual banquet of the Catholic Club will be held at the Hotel Thorne on Wednesday, May 6, at 6:30. This will be the final meeting of the year and the results of the election of officers will be announced. There will be at least two speakers, one of whom will be Mr. Jeremiah O'Neil of the Maxwell Motor Company and the other will be announced later.

Tickets for the dinner may be obtained from the officers of the Club or from members of the banquet committee, J. J. Hickey, J. F. Phelan, and J. A. Gargan.

CALENDAR

Monday, May 4, 1914.
10:00—Rev. Mr. Trexler here. T. C. A. Office.
5:30—Cosmopolitan Club Nominations Close.

Tuesday, May 5, 1914.
10:45—Rev. Mr. Trexler here. T. C. A. Office.
11:10—M. E. Morrisey. Huntington Hall.

Wednesday, May 6, 1914.
3:00—Regimental Inspection. South Armory.
4:00—C. E. Soc. Ballotau dne. Cape.
4:40—Catholic Club Ballotau dne. Cape.
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THE-controversy over the recent criticism of the Institute Committee seems to be essentially one of point of view. The Committee made the selections with satisfactory results and with the best of intentions, in the way which seemed best adapted to the case. Even Jove sometimes nods; however, and the elections were carried out in a way indicative of a great lack of interest and a tendency to set dangerously restrictive precedents, not in accord with the spirit of the Undergraduate Constitution. To the members, the criticism appeared an aggregation of blackguarding accusations from an outsider who knew nothing of the matter, directed against a body which has done a great deal of good for Technology.

The pairings for the annual Spring tournament have been posted on the Union bulletin Board and are as follows:


“Doc” Cook’s time in the two-mile on Saturday is the fastest recorded in any meet yet this year and places him in line as the logical winner of the second set, winning it 6 to 4.

No matter how weak Tech is in the weight events, there is at least the consolation of thinking that there is one team still weaker.

Board of Michigan is a man to be watched in the Intercollegiates this year. Even time in the century and 21-3 for the furlong is fast stepping for this early in the season.

A comparison of the times made in all the meet deals on Saturday shows that Tech will be a strong contender in all the running events at the New Englands with a chance of placing several men in the big Intercollegiates this year.

The controversy over the recent criticism of the Institute Committee seems to be essentially one of point of view. The Committee made the selections with satisfactory results and with the best of intentions, in the way which seemed best adapted to the case. Even Jove sometimes nods; however, and the elections were carried out in a way indicative of a great lack of interest and a tendency to set dangerously restrictive precedents, not in accord with the spirit of the Undergraduate Constitution. To the members, the criticism appeared an aggregation of blackguarding accusations from an outsider who knew nothing of the matter, directed against a body which has done a great deal of good for Technology.

The pairings for the annual Spring tournament have been posted on the Union bulletin Board and are as follows:


“The controversy over the recent criticism of the Institute Committee seems to be essentially one of point of view. The Committee made the selections with satisfactory results and with the best of intentions, in the way which seemed best adapted to the case. Even Jove sometimes nods; however; and the elections were carried out in a way indicative of a great lack of interest and a tendency to set dangerously restrictive precedents, not in accord with the spirit of the Undergraduate Constitution. To the members, the criticism appeared an aggregation of blackguarding accusations from an outsider who knew nothing of the matter, directed against a body which has done a great deal of good for Technology.

The pairings for the annual Spring tournament have been posted on the Union bulletin Board and are as follows:


"Doc" Cook’s time in the two-mile on Saturday is the fastest recorded in any meet yet this year and places him in line as the logical winner of the New Englands. The controversy over the recent criticism of the Institute Committee seems to be essentially one of point of view. The Committee made the selections with satisfactory results and with the best of intentions, in the way which seemed best adapted to the case. Even Jove sometimes nods; however; and the elections were carried out in a way indicative of a great lack of interest and a tendency to set dangerously restrictive precedents, not in accord with the spirit of the Undergraduate Constitution. To the members, the criticism appeared an aggregation of blackguarding accusations from an outsider who knew nothing of the matter, directed against a body which has done a great deal of good for Technology.

The pairings for the annual Spring tournament have been posted on the Union bulletin Board and are as follows:


"Doc" Cook’s time in the two-mile on Saturday is the fastest recorded in any meet yet this year and places him in line as the logical winner of the New Englands.
purposes this appears to mean that Article 3, Sec. 3, provides for the formation by that gentleman that there were a farce was true. I was in-fact found to be the executive commit-tion was made by a few men, now the Institute Committee might fulfill class at large. While the action of dates drawn from the Sophomore ture Committee from candi-date election of the Temporary Officers the place. The Uniform donstitution, were the only ones for the places. In there were certain that those elected sumption that the elections held further convinced me that my as-sumption that the elections held moment upset them and caused them to oversee the bounds of proper ad-dress to a fellow student. I was perfectly sincere in my criticism on the committee and, in fact, a conver-sation which I held with a very es-teemed member of that committee further convinced me that my as-sumption that the elections held were a farce was true, I was in-formed by that gentleman that there were probably so few nominations because of the fact that all the men there were certain that those elected were the only ones for the places. In fact he said that the executive com-mittee in session before the meeting had arrived at the conclusion that these were the proper ones for the place. The Uniform Constitution, Art. 3, Sec. 3, provides for the election of the Temporary Officers of the Freshman class by the Insti-tute Committee. To all intents and purposes this appears to mean that the choice shall be made by the entire Institute Committee from can-diates drawn from the Sophomore class at large. While the action of the Institute Committee might fulfill all the requirements of the section, to the visitor it seemed that the election was made by a few men, now found to be the executive commit-tee, from candidates arbitrarily chosen from a select group of a few former fortunate candidates for office. My sole objection lies in the fact that it creates, in this case by Art. 3, Sec. 3, the appearance of do-ing one thing and in practice doing another thing which seems to show partiality to a few, a condition not in another thing which seems to show unconventionality. It is the prin-ciple of thing and not the person or whatever his name may be, and what-ever his position, is too small an element to be considered. If merely person were attacked the probability of the recurrence of such an election would not be eliminated, hence the man who seeks to retort by per-son to myself, I do not feel that I had that right. The old mark of 5 minutes, 32-45 seconds was held since 1897 by S. M. Udall, '99. O'Johns, the Freshman sprint star, came through in both the dashes, beating out Loomis, '18, who finished second in both events. Wilson, '14, ran a good third in the estuary dis-tance, but Lee of Holy Cross nosed out him out at the tape in the four-furlong. Lee of Holy Cross repeated his win over T. Guething, '14, in the New England's last year and in a electric finish led the Tech man to the worsted in 53 seconds. Peaslee had the pole but at the gun Lee and Guething jumped the lead and fought it out all the way around. Peaslee finished a good third. Higgins of Holy Cross failed to show up in the half-mile as was expected and the best he could do was a third. Thompson, '17, led for a lap and a half and then C. Guething, '16, came up with a rush that brought him to the tape ahead of Thompson in 2 minutes, 2-5 secon-dels. Benson, '15, had things all his own way in the miles, the real race being between Graf, '16, and Brown, '16, for second place. On the last lap Brown passed Graf and held his lead to the finish. Daughtry, the only Holy Cross man who started, failed to finish. Cook, '16, had the pole in the twine and at the crack of the starter's gun started off in the lead with La-Chappelle of Holy Cross following. Litcheifeld, '17, and Wall, '15, trailed behind until the third lap, when Le-Chappelle found Cook's pace too fast for him and he dropped back. The three men ran together until the last lap, when Litchfield opened up for a good second about half a lap behind Cook. Wall and La-Chappelle had a real fight for third, the Tech man let-ting out a sprint that left the Holy Cross runner five yards behind at the tape. Cook covered the first mile in 4 minutes, 49 seconds. Hall, '14, showed himself to be the best man in both hurdles, taking the high sticks with Grady of Holy Cross second and Sewall, '17, of Tech third. Messenger of Holy Cross finished second in the low timber event with Alto, '16, of Tech third. Showly of Holy Cross was the in-dividual star on the weights, taking first in the discus and second in the shot. Leslie of Tech, who won the shot with a put of 40 feet, 8 inches, (Continued on Page Four)
BURIES HOLY CROSS
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RABID ENTHUSIASM SHOWN BY TECH MEN
Wearers of the Yellow Ribbon Celebrate Victory Over Holy Cross.

The College Section of the Sufferny Parade formed at the corner of Arlington and Beacon streets immediately after the Holy Cross Meet was over. Noticing that everyone seemed happy over the Tech victory the leaders decided to take up a collection and as a result "Handy" Mac profited by the sale of One M. I. T. banner, (four dollars). The Tech was as specially represented in the parade by Mr. E. A. Weaver but happily was rescued by his solicitous friends and eliminated from the line of march on Washington Street immediately in front of the Gaiety Theatre. The Grand Finish took place under the leadership of officers of the M. I. T. Cadet Corps and consisted of a snaky dance across the Common. After regular M. I. T. on Rogers Steps the officers of the Technology Section of the line of march were:

Sub-marshall—Maurice Parie, ’14.
I. E. Schoenmaker, ’17.

REV. TRELKER HERE
Rev. Samuel G. Trelker, student pastor of the Lutheran church, will be at the T. C. A. office today and tomorrow from 12 to 1 p.m. He is at present here reading the law. Any man who cares to meet him, some of the students will remember meeting Mr. Trelker on previous visits to the Institute.

The first reunion of Oxford and Cambridge men to be held in this country took place Saturday at the Harvard. About fifty were present.

There were over fifteen track meets held Saturday afternoon.
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